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Joint Dialog Act Segmentation and Recognition in Human Conversations Using
Attention to Dialog Context

Tianyu Zhao∗, Tatsuya Kawahara

Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan

Abstract

A dialog act represents the communicative function of an utterance in a conversation, and thus provides informative

cues for understanding, managing, and generating dialog. While most spoken dialog systems process user input and

system output at the turn level, a single turn can consist of multiple dialog acts in human conversations. Therefore,

segmenting turn-level tokens into a meaningful dialog act unit is just as important as recognizing the dialog act.

Towards joint segmentation and recognition of dialog acts, we propose an encoder-decoder model featuring joint

coding and incorporate contextual information by means of an attentional mechanism. The proposed encoder-decoder

outperforms other models in segmentation, and the application of attentions significantly reduces recognition error

rates. By combining the encoder-decoder model with contextual attention, we achieve state-of-the-art performance in

the joint evaluation of dialog act segmentation and recognition.

Keywords: Spoken dialog system, Spoken language understanding, Dialog act segmentation, Dialog act recognition

1. Introduction

Dialog systems are designed to enable human-machine conversation in single or multiple modalities. Early dialog

systems such as ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966) were mainly text-based. The applicability of speech recognition and

synthesis techniques then led to spoken dialog systems (SDSs), where conversations with users are conducted by

means of speech instead of text. Many applications such as mobile assistants and smart speakers assume one query

per turn, and they work in a trigger-based manner, e.g., by pressing buttons or saying keywords to activate the system.

In daily conversations, however, an interlocutor will often make multiple utterances in a single turn and the addressee is

able to recognize the boundaries between utterances. In a quest to achieve more natural and intelligent dialog systems,

we have been building conversational robots with whom users can engage in human-like conversations (Kawahara,

2018). These robots are required to perform accurate segmentation and analysis for each utterance in order to make

meaningful responses.
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Table 1: Excerpt of dialog and dialog act annotation from the Switchboard Dialog Act (SwDA) corpus.

Speaker Index Token Dialog Act

A
1.1 okay Other

1.2 so what kind of experience do you have then with child care WH-QUESTION

B 2.1 i guess i think uh i wonder if that worked DECLARATIVE-QUESTION

A 3.1 does it say something YES-NO-QUESTION

B

4.1 i think it usually does STATEMENT-NON-OPINION

4.2 you might try uh ACTION-DIRECTIVE

4.3 i don’t know HEDGE

4.4 hold it down a little longer ACTION-DIRECTIVE

4.5 and see if it uh ACTION-DIRECTIVE

For a system to understand the dialog and make appropriate responses, it first needs to determine the intent of user

inputs. A dialog act (DA), which represents the communicative function of an utterance in a conversation (Stolcke

et al., 2000), can provide informative cues for understanding, managing, and generating dialogs. The DA is an

annotation assigned to an utterance unit to describe the role of that utterance in the dialog, such as STATEMENT,

YES-NO-QUESTION, and BACKCHANNEL.

We refer to one turn as a sequence of consecutive words uttered by one speaker before the speaker changes. Then

we define the unit, to which a DA tag is assigned, as an utterance. An utterance is a sequence of words by one speaker

that is homogeneous with respect to communicative function (Core and Allen, 1997). Therefore, the change of a

DA within one turn will start a new utterance. Words such as “okay” and “uh-huh” can also be separate utterances

because they have independent DAs. An excerpt of dialog and DA annotation from the SwDA corpus is shown in

Table 1. Four turns including nine utterances by speakers A and B from a conversation are presented. The index

column consists of the index of turn (the item before dot) and the index of utterance inside the corresponding turn

(the item after dot).

To achieve natural and flexible human-robot interaction, multiple utterances in one turn should be allowed, and

segmenting a turn into utterances (i.e, DA segmentation) is just as necessary as classifying DAs. Unlike in text-based

systems, where we can use punctuation marks (e.g., periods and question marks) as utterance boundaries, automatic

speech recognition (ASR) usually does not produce punctuation marks in SDS. Therefore, we explore approaches to

automatic DA segmentation and recognition in this study.

There are two main approaches to DA segmentation and recognition:

• Cascading method processes input in a pipeline, as shown in Fig. 1. A turn t is decomposed into utterances

(e.g., s1) by DA segmentation, and then DA recognition is performed on flattened utterances to produce labels
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Figure 1: Cascading method: (1) detecting the utterance boundaries and (2) assigning a DA label to segmented

utterances.

t

Joint DA Segmentation and Recognition

DA1 DA2 DA3

DA1,1 DA1,2 DA2,1 DA2,2 DA2,3 DA3,1w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6

Figure 2: Joint coding method: Assigning a boundary label as well as DA label to each word in a turn using a joint

coding scheme.

(e.g., DA1). The recognized DA segments are finally grouped to match original turns.

• Joint coding method analyzes input on the turn level directly, as in Fig. 2. Usually in a sequence labeling

manner, the joint coding method assigns tags (e.g., DA1,1) to turn tokens (e.g., w1) that mark both utterance

boundary and DA type.

In this work, we implement strong baselines (Zhao and Kawahara, 2018) for the two methods and propose an

encoder-decoder network using joint coding. The encoder-decoder model achieves better segmentation accuracy

than cascading models and conventional sequence labelers, but the lack of contextual information significantly hurts

its performance on DA recognition. To solve this problem, we propose incorporating context from dialog history by

means of an attentional mechanism. The encoder-decoder model with attentions achieves state-of-the-art performance

on the SwDA corpus in DA segmentation and recognition evaluations.

In Section 2, we discuss previous works on DA recognition and segmentation and how they relate to this work.

Sections 3 and 4 present the details of the baseline models and the proposed model. We discuss the experimental

setup and evaluations on the SwDA corpus in Section 5. Analysis of experimental results is provided in Section 6. In

Section 7, we conclude with a brief summary and suggest future lines of joint DA segmentation and recognition.

2. Related Works

2.1. Dialog Act Recognition

Accurate detection of DA type relies on various information sources, including lexical, syntactic, semantic, prag-

matic, and also prosodic information. Since a DA reflects how an utterance interacts with other utterances in a
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conversation, it is necessary to consider contextual information. Webb et al. (2005) trained classifiers using n-gram

cue phrases, and Ivanovic (2005) combined a naı̈ve Bayes classifier with an n-gram DA model that calculates the

transition probability between DAs. In addition to lexical features, prosodic features (duration, pause, F0, energy, and

speaking rate) can sometimes distinguish DAs that are ambiguous from only word information. Stolcke et al. (2000)

used lexical features as well as hand-crafted prosodic features to achieve 71.0% accuracy on the SwDA corpus using

a hidden Markov model (HMM). Sridhar et al. (2009) improved the result to 72.0% by integrating lexical, prosodic,

and syntactic (part-of-speech tags and predicate-argument tags) features.

The emergence of neural networks makes it possible for researchers to get rid of feature engineering and design

a more complex model architecture. Hierarchical neural networks can model both intra-utterance and inter-utterance

semantics by using a two-level architecture. Kalchbrenner and Blunsom (2013) applied a sentence-level convolutional

neural network (CNN) to convert an utterance into a fixed-length vector along with a dialog-level recurrent neural

network (RNN) to capture the sequentiality of consecutive utterances. Lee and Dernoncourt (2016) used a CNN and

RNN for utterance modeling and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for dialog modeling. Ji et al. (2016) proposed jointly

modeling word sequence and discourse relations (e.g., dialog acts) by using a latent variable RNN (LVRNN). Joint

training of language modeling and DA recognition has been shown to benefit both elements, and the DA recognition

accuracy on the SwDA corpus was improved to 77.0%. State-of-the-art performance on the SwDA corpus was reached

by hierarchical BiLSTM CRF (Kumar et al., 2018). A bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) network encodes

each utterance as a vector representation, and a unidirectional LSTM network encodes the entire dialog given all the

utterance vectors. Lastly, a linear-chain conditional random field (CRF) layer decodes the outputs from the dialog-

level LSTM. The CRF layer allows explicit modeling of the transition between DAs, which further improved the

accuracy to 79.2%.

2.2. Joint DA Segmentation and Recognition

Ang et al. (2005) argued that using a manually annotated utterance boundary for DA recognition is inappropriate

for evaluating automatic systems. Towards automatic segmentation, they explored a decision tree (DT) featuring pause

information, a hidden-event language model (HE-LM), and an HMM that combines DT and HE-LM. Interestingly, DT

using prosodic features (i.e., pause information) outperforms HE-LM when the input is an ASR hypothesis, while HE-

LM outperforms by a large margin when dealing with manual transcription. A maximum entropy (Maxent) classifier

is then used for DA recognition. Zhao and Kawahara (2018) proposed using two neural models in a pipeline. They

applied a BiLSTM to segmentation and a hierarchical LSTM to recognition, as it has been widely used in recent works

on DA recognition. Furthermore, joint training of the two components improves the performance of both tasks, as

suggested by Collobert and Weston (2008).

However, the two tasks are still handled by different models in a cascading manner. In order to combine the two

tasks into one, a common method is to apply the joint coding scheme, where segmentation tags and DA tags are

merged. Zimmermann (2009) investigated five different coding schemes, namely, the E, B, IE, BI, and BIE schemes.

4
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Table 2: Examples of E, B, IE, BI, and BIE coding schemes.

Words i think it usually does you might try uh i do not know

DA STATEMENT-NON-OPINION (sd) ACTION-DIRECTIVE (ad) HEDGE (h)

E scheme I I I I E sd I I I E ad I I I E h

B scheme B sd I I I I B ad I I I B h I I I

IE scheme I sd I sd I sd I sd E sd I ad I ad I ad E ad I h I h I h E h

BI scheme B sd I sd I sd I sd I sd B ad I ad I ad I ad B h I h I h I h

BIE scheme B sd I sd I sd I sd E sd B ad I ad I ad E ad B h I h I h E h

Examples of these are shown in Table 2, where B, I, and E refer to the Beginning, the Inside, and the End of an

utterance, respectively. The joint coding scheme concatenates segmentation labels with DA types (e.g., segmentation

label E and DA type sd result in E sd, which means the End of a STATEMENT-NON-OPINION utterance). On the

basis of the joint coding method, Zimmermann et al. (2005) used HE-LM and HMM for joint DA segmentation and

recognition in a sequence labeling manner featuring lexical features. Their later work found that a correlation between

pause duration and utterance boundary can significantly improve the performance of DA segmentation (Zimmermann

et al., 2006). Granell et al. (2009) used an HMM at the lexical level and an n-gram LM at the DA level and introduced

syntactic features that are extracted from a parsing tree for better boundary detection. Zimmermann (2009) and Quar-

teroni et al. (2011) investigated the use of a CRF-based sequence tagger exploiting different features including lexical

and prosodic features. Martı́nez-Hinarejos et al. (2015) proposed using an n-gram transducer technique and were able

to reach a word-level error rate of 65.7% on the SwDA corpus. Manuvinakurike et al. (2016) considered a scenario of

incremental DA segmentation and recognition.

Joint DA semgnetation and recognition is highly related to dialog state tracking (DST), which focuses on semantic

parsing in task-oriented dialog systems. A DST model predicts a user intent and a set of slot-value pairs for a user

utterance. A dialog management model then uses these information to take action in the next step. Henderson et al.

(2012) and Tür et al. (2013) used word confusion networks to mitigate speech recognition errors in spoken dialog

systems. RNNs later replaced conventional supported vector machines (SVMs) and CRFs, and obtained substantial

improvements (Yao et al., 2014; Mrkšić et al., 2015; Mesnil et al., 2015). Mrkšić et al. (2017) proposed a CNN-based

DST model and incorporated the last set of system actions as context. However, out task differs from DST in several

points: (1) DST focuses on task-oriented dialogs while ours studies open-domain dialogs, thus corpora can vary

greatly in annotation, structure, and style; (2) Slot filling in DST predicts labels on the entity level, and our model

predicts labels on the utterance level. These differences make it difficult to compare models from the two tasks or to

evaluate our models on task-oriented datasets such as DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014) and MultiWOZ (Budzianowski

et al., 2018).

The work by Liu and Lane (2016) is the most relevant to our proposal. They used an encoder-decoder model for
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Figure 3: A gated recurrent unit (GRU).

joint intent detection and slot filling for a task-oriented dialog system, where intent detection is a sentence classifi-

cation and slot-filling is a sequence labeling task. A bidirectional RNN encoder first encodes the input tokens, and

then a unidirectional RNN decodes the slot labels in accordance with the input tokens, given aligned outputs of the

encoder. Intent is also detected using outputs from the encoder. In order to alleviate the loss of information, an atten-

tional mechanism is applied between the encoder and decoder. Our work differs from this in two key aspects: (1) we

focus on joint DA segmentation and recognition in non-task-oriented dialog systems, and (2) dialog-level contextual

information plays an important role in DA recognition, so we use attentional connections between utterance encoding

and the decoder.

3. Baseline Models

As mentioned earlier, there are two approaches to joint DA segmentation and recognition: the cascading method

and the joint coding method. We individually implement two strong neural baselines using the two methods. Sec-

tion 3.2 presents cascading models, where we use a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) sequence tagger for

segmentation and a hierarchical GRU for DA recognition. Following the work by Zhao and Kawahara (2018), we

also investigate jointly trained cascading models with shared encoders. Section 3.3 presents the baseline models us-

ing the joint coding scheme. We implement BiGRU and BiGRU-CRF, which have shown good performance on other

sequence labeling tasks such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging and named entity recognition (NER) (Yang et al., 2016).

3.1. Basic GRUs

We first introduce the basic components used in the models. The recurrence nature of RNN enables us to handle

sequential data of a variable length. Here, we use a variant of RNN called the gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho

et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2014). Given a sequence of inputs {x1, x2, · · · , xt}, a GRU network outputs hidden states
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{h1, h2, · · · , ht} in a recurrent manner, as shown in Fig. 3:

rt = σ(Wirxt +Whrht−1), (1)

zt = σ(Wizxt +Whzht−1), (2)

nt = tanh(Winxt + rtWhnht−1), (3)

ht = (1− zt)ht−1 + ztnt, (4)

where xt is the input at time step t and ht is the hidden state at time step t. Hidden state ht relies on the current input

xt and the previous hidden state ht−1. Gates rt, zt, and nt (which refer to reset, update, and new gates, respectively)

are used to control the information flow through time steps. σ and tanh are the sigmoid function and the hyperbolic

tangent function, respectively, and W s are trainable parameters.

For bidirectional GRU (BiGRU), we calculate both forward hidden states and backward hidden states:

−→
X = {x1, x2, · · · , xT }, (5)
←−
X = {xT , xT−1, · · · , x1}, (6)
−→
h t = GRU(−→x t,

−→
h t−1), (7)

←−
h t = GRU(←−x t,

←−
h t−1), (8)

ht =
−→
h t ⊕

←−
h t, (9)

where
−→
X and

←−
X are inputs in the forward and backward directions, respectively. After computing forward hidden

states {
−→
h 1,
−→
h 2, · · · ,

−→
h T } and backward hidden states {

←−
h 1,
←−
h 2, · · · ,

←−
h T }, we concatenate the hidden states of both

directions to form the final hidden state, as shown in Eq. (9).

3.2. Cascading Baseline Models with Shared Encoders

We base our cascading baselines on the work of Zhao and Kawahara (2018), but differ in some of the implemen-

tations (e.g., we use GRU instead of LSTM). As shown in Fig. 4, the cascading model consists of two components:

(a) a BiGRU-based sequence tagger for segmentation and (b) a hierarchical GRU network for classification.

DA segmentation is a two-way classification problem. A sequence of tokens {w1, w2, · · · , wN} is mapped to

a sequence of segmentation labels {y1, y2, · · · , yN}, where yt is label I (for the Inside of a segment) or label E

(for the End of a segment). The BiGRU sequence tagger maps input word sequence {w1, w2, · · · , wN} into a se-

quence of distributed representation vectors {x1,x2, · · · ,xN} using a word embedding look-up table. Hidden states

{h1,h2, · · · ,hN} are calculated by a BiGRU network and then fed into a fully connected (FC) layer to compute the

final segmentation label distributions {y1,y2, · · · ,yN}:

x1:N = WordEmbeddingsseg(w1:N ), (10)

h1:N = BiGRUseg(x1:N ), (11)

y1:N = FCLayerseg(h1:N ). (12)
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Figure 4: Cascading model consists of two components: (a) a BiGRU-based sequence tagger for segmentation and

(b) a hierarchical GRU network for classification.

The DA recognition model outputs a DA type yDA for an input utterance {wt,1, wt,2, · · · , wt,L}. Here, we use

a common hierarchical structure that considers not only the current utterance wt,1:L but also preceding utterances

{w1,1:J , w2,1:K , · · · }, as using contextual information can significantly improve the recognition accuracy. For each

utterance, the tokens wt,1:L are mapped into xt,1:L via word embedding, which is processed by an utterance-level

BiGRU. We use the speaker-encoded last hidden state as the utterance encoding vector ut. A dialog-level GRU

processes the utterance encoding vectors {u1,u2, · · · ,ut}, and the last hidden state is the dialog encoding. Finally,

an FC layer is used to output yDA, the probability distribution over DA labels:

xt,1:L = WordEmbeddingsrecog(wt,1:L), (13)

ht,1:L = BiGRUrecog-uttr(xt,1:L), (14)

ut = ht,L ⊕ OneHotVector(speakert), (15)

d1:t = GRUrecog-dial(u1:t), (16)

yDA = FCLayerrecog(dt). (17)

It has been suggested that by sharing the parameters of the segmentation and recognition components, we can im-

prove the performances on both tasks (Zhao and Kawahara, 2018). Therefore, three cascading models are investigated
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here, and they share layers of the two components to a different extent:

• Cascading Baseline does not share any parameters, and is thus an independently trained cascading model.

• Cascading + Shared Embedding shares the word embedding layers.

WordEmbeddingsseg(·) = WordEmbeddingsrecog(·). (18)

• Cascading + Shared Embedding + Shared Utterance Encoding shares the word embedding layers and Bi-

GRU utterance encoders.

WordEmbeddingsseg(·) = WordEmbeddingsrecog(·), (19)

BiGRUseg-uttr(·) = BiGRUrecog-uttr(·). (20)

This cascading approach is flexible because we can choose different models for segmentation and recognition.

Sharing parameters between the two components helps the model learn shared features and improves its performances,

but it also introduces extra hyperparameters such as the number of layers to share. Sharing fewer layers prevents the

learning of high-level generalized features. On the other hand, sharing more layers can cause the learning signal of

one task to dominate optimization, which hurts the performances on the other tasks.

3.3. Joint Coding Baseline Models

Since most past works regard joint DA segmentation and recognition as a sequence labeling task using joint

coding, we use two strong joint coding baseline models: BiGRU and BiGRU-CRF, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b).

The BiGRU sequence tagger has the same architecture as the segmentation model in Section 3.2, and outputs

probability distributions {y1,y2, · · · ,yN} given input tokens {w1, w2, · · · , wN} following Eq. (13). The only dif-

ference is that the output yt is a probability distribution over all the joint coding labels (I, E sd, E bc, etc.) instead of

segmentation labels (e.g., I and E) only.

One problem arises in that the correlations between output labels are not considered explicitly in a simple BiGRU

model. For example, one E sd label is not likely to appear after another E sd label since one-word STATEMENT

utterances rarely occur. Therefore, it would be beneficial to model the whole output label sequence jointly (Ma and

Hovy, 2016). A CRF layer (Lafferty et al., 2001) is applied on top of the normal BiGRU model to explicitly model

such correlations in our BiGRU-CRF baseline. From the BiGRU outputs y1:N , the BiGRU-CRF decodes an optimal

label sequence y∗1:N :

y∗1:N = argmax
y1:N∈Y(y1:N )

score(y1:N |y1:N ;WCRF). (21)
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Figure 5: Joint coding models: (a) a BiGRU sequence tagger (with and without context attentions), (b) a BiGRU-CRF

sequence tagger (with and without context attentions), and (c) an encoder-decoder sequence tagger (with and without

context attentions).
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where Y(y1:L) is all the sequence candidates given the BiGRU outputs and WCRF is the transition score matrix. The

score function is the summation of the emit scores and transition scores of all steps:

score(y1:N |y1:N ;WCRF) =

N∑
i=1

scoreemit(yi,yi) + scoretransition(yi−1, yi|WCRF).
(22)

The emit and transition scores are computed as

scoreemit(i, z) = zi, (23)

scoretransition(i, j|W ) =Wi,j . (24)

The joint coding sequence taggers directly learn shared features for predicting segmentation and DA labels. The

CRF layer further considers transition probability between labels, and decoding can be efficiently solved using the

Viterbi algorithm. However, it is difficult to incorporate contextual information in the same way as the hierarchical

encoder of the cascading model.

4. Proposed Models

The sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) encoder-decoder is a strong model for mapping one sequence into another. In

Section 4.1, we propose an encoder-decoder model with aligned inputs using joint coding. An attentional mechanism

for integrating the dialog-level contextual information is then introduced in Section 4.2.

4.1. Encoder-Decoder Model

Since Sutskever et al. (2014) first introduced seq2seq learning to machine translation, the encoder-decoder model

has been adopted to various tasks such as speech recognition (Chan et al., 2016), image captioning (Xu et al., 2015),

and dialog generation (Vinyals and Le, 2015). An important property of most seq2seq applications is that their input

and output sequences are not aligned, or are aligned softly by attentional connections. In order to apply the encoder-

decoder model to joint DA segmentation and recognition, we use aligned inputs (Liu and Lane, 2016).

Figure 5(c) shows the encoder-decoder model with aligned inputs. The encoder consists of a word embedding

layer and a BiGRU layer that produces hidden states {h1,h2, · · · ,hN} given input sequence {w1, w2, · · · , wN}. On

the decoder side, a unidirectional GRU decodes the output sequence {y1,y2, · · · ,yN} step by step given the outputs

of the encoder:

zt = ht ⊕ TagEmbeddings(yt−1), (25)

rt = GRU(zt, rt−1), (26)

yt = FCLayer(rt), (27)

yt = DecodingAlgorithm(y1:t). (28)
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where the t-th input to the GRU zt is the concatenation of the encoder output ht and (the embedding of) the decoded

label from the previous step yt−1. We use beam search to decode yt from the output distributions y1:t. We can

guarantee that the inputs are aligned because the decoder at the t-th step receives as input the t-th output from the

encoder.

Similar to the sequence taggers in Section 3.3, the encoder-decoder learns shared features for segmentation and

DA recognition. Beam search acts as a post processor (similar to the CRF layer) and finds the optimal sequence

among several candidates1. The encoder-decoder is expected to model an output sequence more accurately be-

cause the prediction of an output yt relies on not only the encoding ht but also the embedding of its last prediction

TagEmbeddings(yt−1). However, the problem of lacking contextual information remains unsolved, so in the next

section, we introduce attentions to connect the decoder with contexts.

4.2. Attentional Mechanism for Context Integration

As suggested in many works, dialog-level contextual information is important for DA recognition (Kalchbrenner

and Blunsom, 2013; Rojas-Barahona et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). The recognition component in a cascading model

allows it to explicitly model contexts using its hierarchical structure, but it is difficult to naturally integrate such

hierarchy into joint coding models (i.e., the sequence labeling BiGRU, the sequence labeling BiGRU-CRF, and the

encoder-decoder model). To address this problem, we adopt an attentional mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) to

incorporate contextual information softly.

Attentions can be applied to all three joint coding models. For the sequence labeling BiGRU and BiGRU-CRF, we

use attentions to connect GRU hidden states with representation vectors of history turns, as indicated by the dashed

lines in Fig. 5(a) and (b). For the encoder-decoder, attentions connect decoder hidden states with representation

vectors of history turns, as indicated by the dashed lines in (c).

When we let the prediction of output labels attend to dialog context in the sequence labeling models, instead of

calculating y1:N from hidden states h1:N directly, we calculate from the new output states h′1:N :

yt = FCLayer(h′t), (29)

h′t = ht ⊕
S∑

i=1

αt,ici, (30)

αt,i =
exp(et,i)∑S

k=1 exp(et,k)
, (31)

et,i = f(ht, ci), (32)

where αt,i is the attention weight between its query ht and context ci, and function f(·, ·) is implemented as a fully

connected network. Context vectors c1:S are representation vectors of the preceding S turns and are calculated using a

1It is also possible to produce an N -best list by using the first N candidates in beam search.
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BiGRU-based utterance encoder. Note that we concatenate2 the hidden state ht and the attended contexts
∑S

i=1 αt,ici

to form the new output state in order to preserve the original information.

For the encoder-decoder model, we use new decoder states r′1:N instead of the original ones:

yt = FCLayer(r′t), (33)

r′t = rt ⊕
S∑

i=1

αt,ici. (34)

With attentions to preceding turns, joint coding models can take advantage of contextual information just like

cascading models can. The effect of the attentional mechanism is evaluated in the next section.

5. Experimental Evaluations

In this section, we investigate the performances of cascading models (Cascading, Cascading + Shared Embedding,

and Cascading + Shared Embedding + Shared Utterance Encoding), joint coding models (BiGRU, BiGRU-CRF, and

ED), and joint coding models with attentional mechanism (Attn-BiGRU, Attn-BiGRU-CRF, and Attn-ED) on the

SwDA corpus. For the joint coding models, we apply the E coding scheme (see Table 2), as it is more natural to

determine DA type at the last token after reading the whole utterance. For brevity, we denote the models using the

following abbreviations:

• Cascading models in Section 3.2

– Cascading I: Cascading baseline

– Cascading II: Cascading baseline + Shared embedding

– Cascading III: Cascading baseline + Shared embedding + Shared utterance encoding

• Joint Coding Models in Sections 3.3 and 4.1

– BiGRU: Sequence labeling BiGRU using joint coding

– BiGRU-CRF: Sequence labeling BiGRU-CRF using joint coding

– ED: Encoder-Decoder using joint coding

• Joint Coding Models with Attentions in Section 4.2

– Attn-BiGRU: Sequence labeling BiGRU using joint coding and attentions

– Attn-BiGRU-CRF: Sequence labeling BiGRU+CRF using joint coding and attentions

– Attn-ED: Encoder-Decoder using joint coding and attentions

2An alternative is to use an addition operation to combine the two terms; however, we found there is no obvious difference in performance.
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5.1. Corpus and Preprocessing

The Switchboard Dialog Act (SwDA) corpus is a human-human telephone conversation corpus3. Dialogs are

manually transcribed and annotated with 42 DA tags following the taxonomy of the SWDB-DAMSL scheme (Jurafsky

et al., 1997). Additional preprocessing of the data is performed as follows.

• We concatenate consecutive utterances by the same speaker to form one turn.

• The original annotations include the DA tag “+”, which denotes the segmentation of multiple utterances (Juraf-

sky et al., 1997), and we concatenate any utterance with tag “+” with its latest preceding utterance by the same

speaker.

• We remove all the punctuation marks (i.e., commas, periods, exclamation marks, and question marks) and slash

marks (“/”), since these marks overlap with segmentation boundaries and are not available in ASR systems in

practice.

• All the tokens are converted into lower case. The vocabulary is limited to the most frequent 10,000 words

(originally 21,177 words after preprocessing).

We use the train/dev/test set split by Stolcke et al. (2000). The details of the data set are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Statistics of the SwDA corpus.

Data set Train Dev Test

No. of sessions 1,003 112 19

No. of turns 91,235 9,827 2,085

No. of utterances 177,551 18,829 4,038

No. of tokens 1,401k 147k 32k

5.2. Evaluation Metrics

To assess the segmentation and DA recognition performances of the models, we adopt two groups of evaluation

metrics:

1) Segmentation Metrics: Only segmentation boundaries

• DSER (DA Segmentation Error Rate) computes the number of utterances whose boundaries are incorrectly

predicted divided by the total number of utterances. We regard it as a segment-level segmentation error rate.

3http://compprag.christopherpotts.net/swda.html
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Table 4: An example of the calculation of evaluation metrics, where DSER is 50.00% (2/4), Segmentation WER is

54.55% (6/11), DER is 75.00% (3/4), and Joint WER is 72.73% (8/11). Micro F1 score is 72.73%, and Macro F1

score is 47.62%.

Reference I I E sd I I E ad I I E h I E qy

Prediction I I E sd I I I E ad I E h I E qyˆd

DSER
√

× ×
√

Segmentation WER
√ √ √

× × × × × ×
√ √

DER
√

× × ×

Joint WER
√ √ √

× × × × × × × ×

• Segmentation WER (Segmentation Word Error Rate) is weighted by the word counts of utterances. It computes

the number of tokens whose corresponding utterance boundaries are incorrectly predicted divided by the total

number of tokens.

2) Joint Metrics: Segmentation boundaries and DA types

• DER (DA Error Rate) is similar to the DSER measure, but an utterance is considered to be correct only when

its boundaries and DA type are all correct.

• Joint WER (Joint Word Error Rate) is similar to the Segmentation WER measure, and it also requires both

boundaries and DA type to be correctly predicted.

• Micro F1 score is a common metric in sequence labeling tasks. It calculates a weighted average of the precision

and recall. Micro F1 score counts the total true positives, false negatives and false positives globally, regardless

of the label type.

• Macro F1 score calculates metrics for each label, and calculates their unweighted mean. When labels are

unbalanced (e.g., there are much more I labels than E * labels in our corpus) and major labels are easier to

predict (e.g., label I is easier to predict than other labels), Macro F1 score provides a better assessment than

Micro F1 score.

Table 4 shows an example of the calculation of the measures.

5.3. Implementation

We implement the models using PyTorch 4. Given the size of the data set, we use 200-dimension word embeddings

and 30-dimension tag embeddings (in ED and Attn-ED). The hidden sizes of utterance-level encoder BiGRU, dialog-

level encoder GRU, and decoder GRU are 100, 200, and 200, respectively. All the GRUs contain only one layer.

4https://pytorch.org/
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Figure 6: DA segmentation evaluations.

Word embeddings are randomly initialized following uniform distributions between [−1.0, 1.0]. We have also tried

initializing word embeddings with pretrained GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), but it turned out to degrade

our models’ performances slightly. For GRUs, weights are initialized using Xavier uniform initialization (Glorot and

Bengio, 2010). Other weights are randomly initialized following uniform distributions between [−0.08, 0.08]. For

generalization, we apply weight decay (l2 regularization) with a coefficient of 0.0001. Weight drop on hidden-to-

hidden weights in GRUs is used as a form of recurrent regularization (Merity et al., 2018), and the weight drop

probability is 0.5. We use the Adam optimization method (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to train the models for ten epochs

(three epochs for ED and Attn-ED, and five epochs for the rest of joint coding models) with a batch size of 30. The

learning rate is initialized with 0.001 and halves when the performance on the development data set does not improve.

Gradients are clipped between [−5.0, 5.0]. By default, cascading models use the ten preceding utterances as context

in their dialog-level GRU, and attentional models use the ten preceding turns as attention context. For the beam search

in ED and Attn-ED, beam size is 20.

5.4. Assessment of Segmentation Performance

We first report the segmentation performance 5. Figure 6(a) and (b) shows the DSER and Segmentation WER mea-

sures, respectively. Comparing the three groups of models (cascading models, joint coding models, and joint coding

models with contextual attentions), we can see that the models using joint coding achieve much lower segmentation

error rates than the cascading models. The average DSERs of the three groups are 21.05%, 18.68%, and 18.88%,

respectively, and the average Segmentation WERs are 20.44%, 18.20%, and 18.41%. Therefore, training using joint

coding leads to a better segmentation performance.

Within the group of cascading models, both Cascading II and Cascading III have lower error rates than Cascading

I. This suggests that training on the segmentation task solely is insufficient, and it is helpful to provide the model with

5All numbers in results are the means of three runs.
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Figure 7: Joint DA segmentation and recognition evaluations. Lower error rates and higher F1 scores suggest better

performance.

extra information.

In the group of joint coding models, adding a CRF layer above the BiGRU model can reduce DSER from 19.39%

to 18.62% (0.77% absolute and 3.97% relative reduction), and WER from 18.90% to 18.09% (0.81% absolute and

4.29% relative reduction), as the CRF layer can explicitly model the relations between labels. The ED model reduces

DSER to 18.04% and WER to 17.61, which means the decoder has an equal or greater capacity to model such

relations. Applying the attentional mechanism slightly hurts the segmentation performances, which will be analyzed

in Section 6.2.

5.5. Assessment of Joint Performance

Figure 7 shows the results of joint evaluation where both segmentation boundary and DA type are taken into ac-

count. First, the comparison between the three groups shows a general trend of performances: Joint Coding Models

with Attentions > Cascading Models > Conventional Joint Coding Models. And it suggests the importance of in-

tegrating contextual information. While the first and third groups are able to make use of context (via hierarchical
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Table 5: Summary of top results (in %). † Manual transcripts with punctuation and slash marks are used. Best results

are highlighted.

Model DSER Seg. WER DER Joint WER Micro F1 Macro F1

CRF 23.60 23.10 46.80 40.30 93.30 27.00

Cascading II 20.56 20.08 36.93 31.81 94.40 35.79

ED 18.04 17.61 38.36 31.58 94.34 32.42

Attn-BiGRU-CRF 18.68 18.15 37.47 31.23 94.54 33.91

Attn-ED 18.38 18.04 34.87 29.29 94.66 40.51

Perceptron (Granell et al., 2010) 27.0 40.1 44.4 54.8

CRF (Quarteroni et al., 2011) 1.4† 29.1†

encoders and attentional mechanism, respectively), the conventional joint coding models use only local information.

Even though the cascading models have a worse segmentation error rate than the conventional joint coding models

(DSER of 21.05% compared with 18.68% and Segmentation WER of 20.44% compared with 18.20%), they can still

outperform the conventional joint coding models in this joint evaluation. After we apply contextual attentions to the

joint coding models, the average DER is reduced significantly from 38.65% to 36.82% (1.83% absolute and 4.73%

relative reduction) and the average joint WER from 31.89% to 30.81% (1.08% absolute and 3.39% relative reduction).

Micro F1 score is just slightly improved because I labels contribute a lot to Micro F1 score and it mainly depends

on segmentation. Macro F1 score, on the contrary, can better interprets recognition performance. As shown in Figure 7

(d), the average Macro F1 scores of the three groups are 35.19%, 31.64%, and 35.97%, respectively. The propsoed

Attn-ED model reaches 40.51% and shows obvious advantage over other models (e.g., 4.72% absolute and 13.19%

relative improvement over Cascading II).

Towards joint DA segmentation and recognition, there are two ways to improve the model performances: (1)

reducing the segmentation error rate and (2) improving the recognition accuracy. The above results show that:

• To reduce the segmentation error rate, (1) joint training and joint coding are useful and (2) considering the

relations between the output labels (via CRF or a decoder network) works well.

• To improve the recognition accuracy, it is important to exploit dialog-level context, either by (1) building a

hierarchical structure or (2) attending to context utterances/turns.

In Table 5, we present the top results of each group, including the results of Granell et al. (2010)’s perceptron and

Quarteroni et al. (2011)’s CRF for comparison. We also provide results of a baseline CRF using unigram and bigram

features6. The ED model achieves best segmentation error rates with 18.04% DSER and 17.61% Segmentation WER.

6Implemented by https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/.
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Figure 8: Effect of context length in joint evaluations of Cascading III, and comparison with ED and Attn-ED.

The proposed Attn-ED model is the in joint evaluations with 34.87% DER, 29.29% Joint WER. 94.66% Micro F1

score, and 40.51% Macro F1 score.

Since we cannot assume the values of metrics to follow certain distributions, we use nonparametric tests for signi-

fance test7. Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used for DSER, Segmentation WER, DER, and Joint WER. The ED model

outperforms Attn-BiGRU-CRF in DSER (with p-value = 0.02879, and effect size = 1.7205) and Segmentation

WER (with p-value = 0.07043, and effect size = 1.7207). The Attn-ED model’s DER and Joint WER are signifi-

cantly better than other models with p-value = 4.9209× 10−6 (effect size = 1.6922) and p-value = 4.9999× 10−7

(effect size = 1.6982), respectively. For F1 scores, we choose McNemar’s test for Micro F1 score, and Attn-ED

achieves the best and outperforms Cascading II with p-value = 2.2689 × 10−6. We cannot find an approriate signi-

fance test for Macro F1 score because it computes scores for each label class individually. However, the Attn-ED’s

40.51% Macro F1 score is obviously much higher than the second best score, which is 35.79%.

6. Analysis

6.1. Effect of Contextual Information

To confirm the effectiveness of integrating contextual information, we experiment with Cascading II and Attn-

ED by changing the number of contextual utterances and turns, respectively. Figure 8 shows how their DERs, Joint

7We compare ED and Attn-ED with the best results from other models for each evaluation metrics.
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Figure 9: An example heatmap of attentions in Attn-ED. A number in a block means the attention weight assigned to

a context turn by an input word.

WERs, Micro F1 scores, and Macro F1 scores change when we increase the context length from 0 to 10. Note that

when context length is 0, only the current utterance/turn is used, and Attn-ED becomes normal ED. These results

suggest that incorporating contextual utterances/turns greatly reduces the error rates. Even when only 1 utterance/turn

is considered, DERs are reduced from 39.78% to 37.52% (2.26% absolute and 5.68% relative improvement) for

Cascading II, and from 38.36% to 36.23% (2.13% absolute and 5.55% relative improvement) for Attn-ED. Joint

WERs are reduced from 32.82% to 32.05% (0.77% absolute and 2.35% relative improvement) for Cascading II,

and from 31.58% to 30.41% (1.17% absolute and 3.70% relative improvement) for Attn-ED. Macro F1 scores are

imporved from 27.84% to 34.28% (6.44% absolute and 18.79% relative improvement) for Cascading II, and from

32.42% to 39.24% (6.82% absolute and 21.04% relative improvement) for Attn-ED. This confirms the importance of

exploiting context. In particular, the application of attentions in Attn-ED contributes the most to its improvement.

6.2. Analysis of Attention Mechanism

We show an example of how predictions attend to context in Figure 9. Truncated context texts are given on x-axis,

and input words and predicted labels are shown on y-axis. The number in each block means the weight of attention

from an input word to a context turn. A complete script of the dialog is given in Table 6, where Turn 1-10 are

context and Turn 11 is the turn to decode label. The predictions of E nn (which is NO ANSWERS) and E sd (which

is STATEMENT-NON-OPINION) attend mostly to Turn 6 and Turn 10. The behavior is expected because the two turns

contain questions, and the utterances in Turn 11 are replies to a question. However, we found that the predictions of

two I labels assign large weights to Turn 9, which is not supposed to affect segmentation in the current turn. We believe

such unexpected attentions can explain why Attn-BiGRU, Attn-BiGRU-CRF, and Attn-ED performed slightly worse
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Table 6: Scirpt of dialog used in Figure 9.

Speaker Turn Tokens

B 1 um

A 2 it ’s free just go to the bike shock bi- bike shop and pick it up and it ’s got all the rides coming

up so i guess i ’m going to be busy about every saturday this summer going to a different ride

B 3 oh that ’s terrific

A 4 yeah see a little bit of texas i ’ve never seen before

B 5 uh-huh

A 6 so uh how long have you been biking

B 7 oh i guess as an adult for just about the past uh three years or so breathing uh you know i

guess last time i did it before that was college which was about ten years ago

A 8 yeah

B 9 and uh yeah i guess i just never really thought about it much for a while uh until i suddenly

discovered all my friends were basically biking a lot and so i thought i ’d try it too

A 10 have you ever had a uh it ’s kind of slightly off the subject but you ever had a uh a blood

<unk> done recently or since you ’ve been biking to see if it

B 11 no i have n’t no
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Table 7: Examples of incorrect DA predictions.

Example Tokens True label Predicted label

1

it was uh something that was a

fundamental part of their

philosophy of life

STATEMENT-OPINION STATEMENT-NON-OPINION

2

well uh i know that the coverage

he was allowed to present was

slanted

STATEMENT-NON-OPINION STATEMENT-OPINION

but i think they said that

frequently enough that uh you

should n’t criticize the man for

giving us one perspective

STATEMENT-OPINION STATEMENT-NON-OPINION

3
well ye- yeah ACKNOWLEDGE/BACKCHANNEL AGREE/ACCEPT

and you ca- you can get to them STATEMENT-OPINION STATEMENT-OPINION

than their non-attentional counterparts in segmentation evaluations (See Section 5.4). This phenomenon also suggests

that a selective attention mechanism can hopefully improve segmentation performance, where only predictions of E *

labels can apply attention mechanism to seek for global information, and predictions of I labels should use only local

information.

6.3. Error Analysis

To provide a better understanding of errors, we show the confusion matrix of results produced by Attn-ED in

Figure 10. Since there are 43 label types in total and many of them occur rarely, only the most frequent 10 labels

are shown. Segmentation errors contribute mostly where I labels are mislabelled. Despite segmentation errors, we

notice that (E sd, E sv) (STATEMENT-NON-OPINION and STATEMENT-OPINION) and (E b, E aa) (ACKNOWLEDGE

and AGREE/ACCEPT) are two pairs of labels that are difficult to distinguish. Examples 1 and 3 given in Table 7

suggest that the two pairs are inherently confusing in many cases because it is also difficult for human to correctly

label them. In the second example, keywords such as i know and i think can imply correct DA labels, but the model

failed to capture such information.

6.4. Effect of Joint Coding Scheme

In NER, BILOU (Beginning, Inside, Last, Outside, and Unit) coding scheme has been shown to outperfom con-

ventional BIO and BILO scheme (Ratinov and Roth, 2009). Therefore, we investigate if its counterpart in our task

can yield similar improvement. Based on the E scheme used in previous experiments, we experiment with a new EU

(End, Unit) scheme, where an utterance that contains only one token is annotated as U *. As shown in Table 8, E
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Figure 10: Confusion matrix of the most frequent 10 labels predicted by an Attn-ED model. A number in the i-th row

and j-th column means the number of samples known to be label i and predicted to be label j.

Table 8: Results (in %) of Attn-ED using E and EU schemes. Better results are highlighted.

Coding Scheme DSER Seg. WER DER Joint WER Micro F1 Macro F1

E 18.38 18.04 34.87 29.29 94.66 40.51

EU 18.45 18.02 37.88 31.76 94.09 37.15

scheme still achieves better scores. It may be caused by that one-token segment is more frequent in NER than in DA

segmentation.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we investigated two approaches to joint DA segmentation and recognition: the cascading method

and the joint coding method. Experiments were conducted on the SwDA corpus using cascading models (Cascading

I, Cascading II, and Cascading III), joint coding models (BiGRU, BiGRU-CRF, ED), and joint coding models with

attentions (Attn-BiGRU, Attn-BiGRU-CRF, Attn-ED). Results showed that the proposed Attn-ED achieved the best

performance by two means: (1) reducing the segmentation error rate by applying joint coding and modeling the

transition probability between labels in output sequence and (2) improving the DA recognition accuracy by exploiting

dialog-level context via attentions.

The Attn-ED model had a much better segmentation performance than the cascading model, but the improvement

in the joint evaluation was not so large. This suggests that the cascading model is still useful for DA recognition. Thus,

a potential line for future work would be developing a better mechanism to incorporate contextual information in the

joint coding models. The current attention mechanism only operates context at the turn level, while the dialog-level
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encoder in the cascading model reads utterance vectors as inputs and allows easier modeling of the DA sequence at

the utterance level.
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